
The Display-O-Tron three-line display screen

 Less is More
The inexpensive Display-O-Tron HAT has a three-line LC display, making 

it perfect for projects that need a display but not a bulky monitor.  

By Bernhard Bablok

Attached on Top (HAT). HATs have given rise 
to many interesting components that function 
similarly to the plug-and-play principle. The 
UK manufacturer Pimoroni [2] has gained rec-
ognition for its many interesting HAT projects. 
For instance, Pimoroni manufactures the $28 
(EUR22/ £22) Display-O-Tron HAT (Figure 1).

You can purchase the Display-O-Tron 
from Adafruit [3] in the US and Pimoroni 
[4] in the UK. You’ll discover the Display-
O-Tron is a perfect fit for the gap that exists 
between a headless system and a regular 
display screen. Given that both software 

It often seems like overkill when a full-
grown monitor is hooked up to a diminu-
tive Raspberry Pi (Rasp Pi). Even the offi-
cial thin-film-transistor (TFT) display for 

the Rasp Pi is fairly large, making it impracti-
cal for some compact mobile solutions. The 
small TFT-based displays that come in Rasp Pi 
size are far less bulky by comparison. How-
ever, the lack of a suitable X Window GUI 
toolkit for this form factor [1] means working 
with the TFTs is not much fun.

Hardware extensions for the Rasp Pi have 
been standardized in the form of Hardware 
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support and pricing are excellent, this dis-
play attachment serves as an inspiration 
for many interesting projects.

The hardware
The Display-O-Tron has a three-line display 
that accommodates 16 characters per line. 
The display can handle messages to the user 
and also text input. Mechanically speaking, 
the HAT is well executed, except that the 
manufacturer could perhaps think about in-
cluding spacer pins with delivery. The spec-
ifications call for a 10 to 12 millimeter space 
for the attachment. One centimeter should 
suffice with the Display-O-Tron HAT. Spacer 
pins are not absolutely necessary, since the 
buttons react to touch instead of pressure. It 
comes as something of a surprise, however, 
that the Raspberry Pi 3 cover no longer 
closes over the Display-O-Tron, even though 
the appropriate cutouts exist.

The Display-O-Tron HAT is the successor 
to the very similar Display-O-Tron 3000 
HATs, except that it comes with more func-
tions. The user should therefore take a care-
ful look at the product description before or-
dering a HAT. Github hosts a project where 
you will find a suitable Python library for the 
Display-O-Tron [5]. See the Pimoroni site for 
a Display-O-Tron support forum.

InsTallaTIon
Installation is accomplished quickly using a 
“Jessie Lite” image. The user configures the 

system as desired with the initial boot. The 
following command downloads and executes 
an installation script from Pimoroni:

$ sudo curl get.pimoroni.com/dot3k | bash

Pimoroni issues a clear warning against this 
kind of installation due to security con-
cerns. In theory, it is better to make a 
backup of the script and then meticulously 
check it over before executing it. Users 
wanting to perform installations manually 
will find directions in the box entitled 
“Manual Installation.”

The software installation routine is interac-
tive. You’ll need to grant permission in order 
to complete the process. In addition, the 
script lets the user install sample projects. 
Don’t accept this option unless you want an 
entire X environment to land on the system. 
One sample, for instance, uses the VLC 
player. Instead, it is a good idea to get sam-
ples directly from the Github project.

The display works fine without exotic ker-
nels or kernel modules. One interesting ker-
nel module option [6] depicts the interface 

Figure 1: The Display-O-Tron HAT on the Raspberry Pi 3. The cover for the official Raspberry Pi 

case no longer fits.

Users who dislike executing scripts from the 
Internet as root can install the Dot3K library 
from Pimoroni by hand. You’ll need to load the 
required packages from the Raspbian package 
manager (Listing 1, Line 1 and 2) and then in-
stall the Dot3K library (Line 3).

Once the software is on board, activate the 
SPI and the I2C interface of the Rasp Pi. Edit 
the /boot/config.txt file and make sure 
the lines from Listing 2 appear. Both lines 
come with a freshly installed “Jessie Lite.” 
The user need only remove the comment 
character # and replace the off value with 
on. The last step is to add the i2c‑dev line to 
the /etc/modules file. This line causes the 
system to automatically load the I2C kernel 
module when starting.

After a restart, check to see whether Raspbian 
follows the command as desired and creates 
the data files /dev/spi* and /dev/i2c*. In 
addition, you’ll need to retrieve the sample 
programs for the Dot3K library from Github 
and try them out.

MANUAL INSTALLATION

01  $ sudo apt‑get update

02  $  sudo apt‑get install python‑pip git i2c‑tools python‑rpi.gpio python‑dev 
python‑smbus python‑gpiozero

03  $ pip install dot3k

LISTING 1: Installing Packages

dtparam=spi=on

dtparam=i2c_arm=on

LISTING 2: Add to /boot/ config.txt
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BasIc FuncTIons
The program in Listing 3 shows some of the 
basic display functions. Lines 28 to 31 write 
a message on the display. The addressing is 
accomplished with columns and lines. The 

for the system on pseudo files in the /sys 
filesystem. This approach makes it possible 
to speak to the display via read and write op-
erations independently of the programming 
language.

001  #!/usr/bin/python
002  
003  # Required libs ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
004  import time
005  import dothat.lcd as lcd
006  import dothat.backlight as backlight
007  import dothat.touch as touch
008  
009  # Callback Buttons ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
010  @touch.on(touch.LEFT)
011  def dialog_ja(channel, event):
012    lcd.clear()
013    lcd.set_cursor_position(0,0)  # 1.Line
014    backlight.rgb(0,255,0)
015    lcd.write("Start Reboot")
016  
017  @touch.on(touch.RIGHT)
018  def dialog_nein(channel, event):
019    lcd.clear()
020    lcd.set_cursor_position(0,0)  # 1.Line
021    backlight.rgb(0,255,0)
022    lcd.write("No Reboot")
023  
024  # LCD delete and write ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
025  def lcdwrite():
026    lcd.clear()
027    backlight.rgb(0,255,0)        # RGB, therefore green
028    lcd.set_cursor_position(0,0)  #  Column,Line starting 

with 0
029    lcd.write("A message is too long ‑ much too long")
030    lcd.set_cursor_position(0,2)  #  Column,Line starting 

with 0
031    lcd.write("The Third Line")
032  
033  # LED Bar Graph ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
034  def graph():
035    lcd.clear()
036    lcd.set_cursor_position(0,0)  # 1.Line
037    lcd.write("LED Bar Graph ...")
038  
039    lcd.set_cursor_position(0,1)  # 2.Line
040    lcd.write("1. and 6. LED")
041    backlight.graph_off()
042    backlight.graph_set_led_duty(0,1)
043    backlight.graph_set_led_state(0,1)  # 1. LED
044    backlight.graph_set_led_state(5,1)  # 6. LED
045    time.sleep(3)
046  
047    lcd.set_cursor_position(0,1)  # 2.Line
048    lcd.write("Show 50% LCDs")
049    backlight.graph_off()
050    backlight.set_graph(0.5)

051  
052  # Background ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
053  def messages():
054    lcd.clear()
055    lcd.set_cursor_position(0,0)  # 1.Line
056    backlight.rgb(0,255,0)
057    lcd.set_contrast(50)
058    lcd.write("Info message")
059    time.sleep(3)
060  
061    lcd.set_cursor_position(0,0)  # 1.Line
062    backlight.rgb(255,180,0)
063    lcd.write("Warning")
064    time.sleep(3)
065    lcd.set_cursor_position(0,0)  # 1.Line
066    backlight.rgb(255,0,0)
067    lcd.write("error message")
068    time.sleep(3)
069  
070  # Dialog ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
071  def dialog():
072    # callbacks
073  
074    lcd.clear()
075    lcd.set_cursor_position(0,0)  # 1.Line
076    backlight.rgb(255,0,0)
077    lcd.set_contrast(50)
078    lcd.write("Reboot?")
079    lcd.set_cursor_position(0,2)  # 3.Line
080    lcd.write("  Yes       No")
081    time.sleep(5)    # actual endless loop
082  
083  # switch off ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
084  def off():
085    backlight.off()
086    backlight.graph_off()
087    lcd.set_display_mode(False)
088  
089  # Main program ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
090  
091  lcdwrite()
092  time.sleep(3)
093  
094  graph()
095  time.sleep(3)
096  
097  messages()
098  time.sleep(3)
099  
100  dialog()
101  off()

LISTING 3: Display Functions
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display automatically wraps the long mes-
sage from Line 29 to the next line.

The Display-O-Tron includes an LED bar 
graph. The bar graph is ideally suited for in-
dicating the CPU load, filesystem usage, and 
things like the number of connected de-
vices. The back light also consists of six 
LEDs. You can use these LEDs to construct 
all of the colors in the 8-bit RGB color sys-
tem. Lines 53 to 67 in Listing 3 show some 
of the possible applications. The samples 
for the library also contain a program that 
turns the display into a lighting console that 
alternates through all of the colors of the 
rainbow.

To use the buttons, you’ll need to register a 
so-called callback function for each button 
(Listing 3 starting with Line 10 or Line 17). 
The Dot3K library automatically calls the 
designated functions as soon as the user 
touches the button. The example simulates a 
restart with a pre-switched yes/ no dialog 
(Figure 2; Listing 3 starting with Line 71). An 
important feature of dialog-based applica-
tions is that the program has to run in a 
quasi-endless loop, since the library calls the 
button functions asynchronously.

The Menu sysTeM
The Dot3K library includes an entire menu 
system. The user will find a detailed example 
of the menu system in the python/examples/
dothat/advanced/menu.py file. The menus 

consist of an intricate map of (sub-) menus 
and commands (Listing 4). These “com-
mands” are based on examples of special 
Python classes (Listing 5). You’ll find these 
classes in the python/examples/plugins/ 
directory.

The example program uses some Python 
modules that are not found in the Dot3K 
menu. The Pimoroni installer offers auto-
matic installation. It makes more sense to 
perform a manual installation because the 
installation script for the examples, includes 
many additional packages that are not neces-
sary. The user only needs the two packages 
python-psutil and wifi for the menu demo 
(Listing 6).

Figure 2: The user confirms the entry using the sensor fields underneath the display.

menu = Menu(

  structure={

    'Commands': {

      'Reboot': GraphSysReboot(),

      'Shutdown': GraphSysShutdown()

    },

    'Clock': Clock(backlight),

    'Status': {

      'IP': IPAddress(),

      'CPU': GraphCPU(backlight),

      'Temp': GraphTemp()

    },

    'Settings': {

      'Display': {

        'Contrast': Contrast(lcd),

        'Backlight': Backlight(backlight)

      }

    }

  },

  lcd=lcd,

  input_handler=Text()

)

LISTING 4: Menu System

class GraphSysShutdown(MenuOption):

  def __init__(self):

    self.last = self.millis()

    MenuOption.__init__(self)

  def redraw(self, menu):

    shutdown = "sudo shutdown ‑h now"

    now = self.millis()

    if now ‑ self.last < 1000 * 5:

      return False

    a = run_cmd(shutdown)

    menu.write_row(0, 'RPI Shutdown')

    menu.write_row(1, '')

    menu.write_row(2, time.strftime('  %a %H:%M:%S  '))

LISTING 5: Python Class Example

$ sudo apt‑get install python‑psutil

§ sudo pip install wifi

LISTING 6: Packages for the Menu Demo
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One tangible benefit to the menu system is 
that the user does not have to direct imple-
mentation of the button control. Instead you 
can concentrate solely on the specific use 
case. The available examples are suitable for 
use as source code. For instance, you will 
find an indicator for the current CPU load 
(Figure 3) and the date (Figure 4).

conclusIon
The Display-O-Tron Hat is a lot of fun, and 
its minimalist interface makes for lots of in-
spiration. The hardware and software work 
well together. The product makes it clear that 
the people at Pimoroni are interested in sell-
ing hardware and dedicated to supporting it. 
The large hardware manufacturers could take 
a page from the Pimoroni playbook.  ● ● ●

Figure 3: The examples delivered by the manufacturer show the current CPU load.

Figure 4: It does not take much effort to have the Raspberry Pi display the time and date.

[1]  “Display T. Box 3” by Christoph Langner, 
Raspberry Pi Geek, issue 19, 2016, pg. 30, 
http://  www.  raspberry‑pi‑geek.  com/ 
 Archive/  2016/  19/  Display‑T.  ‑Box‑The‑ 
second‑third‑generation

[2]  Pimoroni online shop: https://  shop. 
 pimoroni.  com/

[3]  Display-O-Tron in US: https://  www.  adafruit. 
 com/  product/  2694

[4]  Display-O-Tron in UK: https://  shop. 
 pimoroni.  com/  products/  display‑o‑tron‑hat

[5]  Display GitHub project: https://  github.  com/ 
 pimoroni/  dot3k

[6]  Optional kernel module: https://  github. 
 com/  realPy/  dothat‑module
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